Mr. Ivan B. Rhodes, state secretary of the Y. M. C. A. of Oregon and Idaho, who came to Moscow from Walla Walla, along with the Idaho delegates from the Bible Study Institute of Whittman, delivered an address on "Service in the Gymnasium on the subject:" Work in Foreign Fields." An audience of about thirty-five men and women of the University gave the speaker's remarks close attention. The address dealt with the claims of the missionary's calling on college men and women. The audience of students was surprised in their character, to the minds of those who had never interested themselves in this topic.

Mr. Rhodes' address was, in part, as follows: "We have it on good authority that a Christian man or woman can settle the plans of his or her life and the future that the talents we have so highly were not meant to be used for self alone but for changing the moral life of the world.

"I want then, to speak of the claims of foreign missionary service on college students. It has, first, claims on our time. College people are free from many of the claims on time that are made on the individual. They have a claim on the college student's time because these students are intended for the most part to become unusual leaders in society, or in economics. It is also the extension of the kingdom. From the beginning, it is necessary that they be moved to pray for definite things to happen in the Kingdom of God.

"Missionary enterprise has claims on our material resources. We have, in college, a small income and a large urge, but we ought to work out the form of the habit of giving. It is an important fact that the church in North America does not now average $1.00 a year per capita for the support of this the greatest enterprise on earth.

"In conclusion, moreover, has claims on our life purpose. What are we, as college men and women, going to do when we get into the world? Is it for love of pleasure, or scholarship, or wealth, or service, or something better than all these?

"The missionary enterprise has already begun on college men and women to go. The churches are calling for men and men are responding. The call is seen in these facts, that whereas one out of five persons in America is a Christian, in the missionary's fields of work there is one Christian in every quarter of a million people. In the next year we expect 40,000 students will graduate, of whom 600-800 will be Christians. A part of these students shall be trained for Christian work, perhaps we shall be able to go to the foreign field, and to them comes the call, to make the world centers of Vice and suffering among, and to combat the disease which are the decay of the home and the foreign field, are, really, all one. There is no boundary. We should know where there is the greatest need.

"The man who believes in this has a field in which he can seek to propagate it most effectively.

"The foreign missionary enterprise claims our attention on properly defined grounds, as well. The individual's greatest welfare often depends more on high Christian character than on any easily a call to foreign service.

"I remember the case of a man at the University of California in my study days. He was president of the Associated Students and held the grandest position in the university. We were discussing the following weekend's event, whether it was to be a ball or a dance. The result was that he lost his grip on the right living, and an excellent young man was a drunkard.

"Calls are coming constantly to the Foreign Department of the Young Men's Christian Association of C. A.'s to organise associations in cities in Japan and China, and I think especially a great student venture. The students produce the rules of the countries, and they are the ones who are the most important. They have to get hold on, in missionary work. Today the student class of China is turning to the education of the West. There are thousands of students of Calcutta, India, and other great centres of education, are the students' opportunity. Foreign opportunities are being offered to students, to them.

"Mr. Robertson, who was professor of Mechanical Engineering at Washington University, in Seattle, is coming here to China, and many other of the last men at all the universities have gone.

"There is also the other great force in the missionary field called the Student Volunteer Movement. It is the most active force in our movement in sending some 3000 college students to service in the foreign field.

"It was under the auspices of the Mission Study Department of the Southern California Convention, that Mr. B. J. Belkin's address was given. E. F. Lukens, Chairman of the Missionary Convention of the Association, presided.

"Do you think your voice would\end{verbatim}
HONESTY AT EXAM. TIME

"The more I go on, the more strongly I feel that public opinion is the great moral force in any institution just as it is in the country at large, and that laws are of little account unless they are upheld by a powerful student sentiment."

"It seems to me that we should feel ashamed, not only to admit to ourselves, but to make an issue of anything limited in time, If our students become the acknowledged guardians of our ideals of class-room honor, I think that the air of the college would be cleared and better conditions be brought about."--

The following propositions seem to me to indicate the moralism held in this whole discussion:

1. An honest spirit is more to be desired on the part of our students than a bent for argument. If a spirit can only be brought about through an awakened student public opinion.

2. Handling in the work of any special subject of a thorough misunderstanding of one's own is dishonest.

3. Cribbing, or the acceptance of a solution of a problem by another, whether from textbooks or notes, is a practice unsuitable to any institution.

4. Giving aid at a recitation test, or the examination is contrary to the best collection of the ideals of the college to a motive of false kind."

"Anon Phelps Storer, Secretary of Yale University, in the January "Talbot's College," the organ of the Yale Y. M. C. A."

"The interview with President McLean published on another page and giving a summary of the measures desired by the University from the present legislation should be given the careful attention of every student, because it will be seen that the University's needs, as indicated in the bills drawn up, are this year greater than they have ever been before. They are not the needs of a young and weak institution, seeking ways and means by which to prop up its misfortunes. Rather they represent the demand of a rich, old, and university for growing room. The students at Yale are here already in encroaching numbers, and each Professor has his own class, only the one paid to carry the load. The need is simply for increased facilities for this good institution."
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Idaho Spirit

Show It Friday Night, January 25, at the Basket Ball Game

IDAHO VS. W. S. C.

Help the Boys Win! At the Armory

Special Holiday offerings—Indiana and Mexican handkerchiefs, Chenille pillow tops and blankets, Mexican drawn work and other novelties. Leave your orders with Mrs. Emil Smith, 916 Dickens Ave.

Mrs. Ada McGowan and Miss Lottie Sorensen have not returned to the University after the Holidays. Mrs. McGowan was kept at home at home in Illinioes and Miss Sorensen has gone to the University of Oregon at Eugene.

Miss Belle Shill, '07, is confined to her room with a serious attack of appendicitis. The doctors fear that an operation may be necessary. This illness is doubly unfortunate coming as it does just before the mid-year exam.

A stock of silver dollars one foot high laid side by side upon one another is offered by Miss Callahan's Confectionary for the best three short stories submitted. Send your copies to participants to James E. Callahan, Editor, 109 Randolph St., Chicago, Ill.

Military Ball

The Military Ball will be given on Feb. 21. Everyone desiring to have invitations sent to friends should give names and addresses of three to Capt. Shapard not later than Jan. 31.

P.L.A.S.E. BEFORE LEGISLATURE

President McLean returned to Moscow Monday after a consider-

able plenary session which he has spent in attending the regents’ meeting, in a

trip to Chicago, where he inspected the Sites of the University, and in looking after

important bills relating to the University, which was to be presented at

the legislature now in session.

To an Argonaut reporter, President McLean gave the following account of the

legislation proposed in behalf of the University.

After my trip and I returned to Boise January 15th, and spent six

days in consultation with the members of the Executive Committee of the

Benton and the members of the legislature from Latock county.

At the time I left Boise legislation has been prepared covering the following

points and it is expected that bills

will be submitted to the legislature within a few days: 1. Appropriation

of the Site of Idaho Normal University to maintain all students.

2. Appropriation of the agricultural

school during 1904-5 in the College of

Agriculture Fund. 3. As-

pects of the conditions of the

Adams Act by the State of Idaho. 6. State Inheritance Tax. 4. The

pro

of the site of state normal

in order to maintain all students.

of the site of state normal

in order to maintain all students.
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The Great White Fair is Now On

during the Fair. Advance showing of Spring Wash Fabrics. Evening Fabrics advance style now on display and sale. A monster clearance sale

in conjunction with the White Fair. 

Prices Cut in Two in Lots of Flaces.

THE GREAT BOSTON

THE LEADERS NOT TRAILERS
Idaho vs. Endicott A. C. (Continued from next page) best the same in the first 2-3 weeks ago shows our strength as compared with our friendly rival on the border. All of the men are liked up and well fed but we need a real live game before we can make any predictions. Further news will be ready for your early judge be sure.


WHAT THE MATTER
Do the Girls of the U. Arena a Gym. Privileges?

Five heavily weighted freshmen, on Friday night took advantage of the tradition that the use of the Gymnasium belongs to the girls of the University on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, and, would have secured some favorable places by virtue of the privilege. After laboriously tossing a basket ball and having it rolled for perhaps 15 minutes the five loyal representatives of feminine aspiration after perpetual denials of the ball tossed off and yielded the floor to the Endicott basketball team, which was in a practicing mood.

The incident aroused some reflections in the minds of certain upper classmen who have been in college ever since the Gym was first thrown open for use. It was announced from the start that the privileges of the Gym belong to the Geon of the University on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, and which is to be secured by some champion by virtue of the privilege. After laboriously tossing a basket ball and having it rolled for perhaps 15 minutes the five loyal representatives of feminine aspiration after perpetual denials of the ball tossed off and yielded the floor to the Endicott basketball team, which was in a practicing mood.

The reasons for the apparent indifference of the fair sex to opportunities for exercise are not quite clear. If the women do not wish to use the Gym on the days assigned to them, should they be thrown open to the men of the University. Perhaps with the coming of a physical director, and the beginning of gymnasiums now in public, the girls will claim their rights, and use the facilities provided, with sufficient enthusiasm to justify the continuance of their gymnasium privileges.

NEW GYM. INSTRUCTOR ARIVES

H. D. McChesney, for the past six years gymnast coach at the Young Men's Christian Association of Burlington, Iowa, arrived here last week to act as instructor in the gymnasium and track coach. Several classes on the parallel bars, rings and horses have been organized by both boys and girls in the high school. The track men will begin in a few days up in the indoor track and a good team is expected.

Mr. McChesney is a graduate of Davenport High School, Iowa, and has had considerable training and experience in athletics, and the University of Iowa. The association team of which he is a member holds the premiere cup for the State of Iowa in gymnastics and track work in the Amateur League of North America.

Mr. McChesney desires everyone to get out and make the new large gymnasium known as the Ilaebeau Center. He does not believe in a winning track team, he cannot tell anything from a point, so help him all you can in the good work.

Engineers Wax Dramatic

One of the most interesting of the English Club's achievements, if the project is carried out, is likely to be the presentation-sometime in the near future of a Shakespearean play, by the Brakeysholm students in the Arts course, 2/4 the engineering section of the freshman English class. A number of engineering students have succeeded in getting together in the past, but they have been thus far based upon the club, and this encourages the belief that a play in which all the actors are engineers will be a complete success. The play that will be chosen is "Falstaff Gress." It is understood that some work is already being done in preparation for the performance, and that the sum of mathematical and machinery are entering into the project with enthusiasm.

Olive Interesting Course

Dr. McKiely has announced that he will offer a new course in English in the coming semester on Comparative Drama of the Greeks and Romans.

MOSCOW Steam Laundry
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Furniture

Children & Children
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Grice & Son

A Gift for $2

A suitable holiday gift for Lady or Gentleman

NEW Paragraphs and Printers

Broom & Borden Company

This course will count for two credits, counting the total as credits, the instructor will lecture on such topics as the origin of the Greek Drama, the development of the drama, and the lives of the dramatists, with a comparison of their works. It will assign the most important of the play texts for reading. These will be discussed in the second regularly meeting of the class. The reading may be done either in the original or in translation.

Correction in Dates

An announcement in last week's Argonaut regarding the date of the opening of the new sem...